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In this supplementary document, we present additional
results of various image editing capabilities that TiNO-Edit
supports, as detailed in Section A. Then we discuss the in-
fluence of user inputs on the outcomes of image editing
(Sec. B.1) and study the effects of varying noise sched-
ulers on the quality of the results when integrating custom
concepts in DreamBooth [4] and/or Textual Inversion [2]
(Sec. B.2). Lastly, we offer a comparative analysis of the
computational demands of employing our method with La-
tentCLIP and LatentVGG versus the traditional CLIP and
VGG models in Section B.3.

A. Additional Results
We show more results of various image editing capabilities
that TiNO-Edit supports, including pure text-guided image
editing (Fig. 1), reference-guided image editing (Fig. 2),
stroke-guided image editing (Fig. 3), and image composi-
tion (Fig. 4). Our method can be applied for any of the
above use cases with custom concepts in DreamBooth [4]
and Textual Inversion [2] (Fig. 5). As we can see, our
method can be applied for any of the above use cases and is
capable of generating realistic results.

B. Additional Ablations
B.1. Effect of user inputs

We explore the effect of user inputs on the editing results by
looking at a stroke-guided image editing use case (Fig. 6).
Here the user provides input strokes and intends to convert
them into “a doll”. When the input strokes contain a smiley
face, our method successfully converts it into a realistic-
looking face of a doll. When the smiley face strokes are
omitted in the input strokes, our method interprets this as a
side view of the doll’s face, generating results accordingly.
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w/ latent w/ pixel
Average GPU RAM usage (GB) 22 41
Average optimization time (s) 63 150

Table 1. Effect of LatentCLIP and LatentVGG on computa-
tional resource requirement. We study the computational re-
source requirement of our method using our LatentCLIP and La-
tentVGG (col “w/ latent”) as well as the original CLIP [3] and
VGG [5] (col “w/ pixel”) on NVIDIA A6000 (48GB), where we
average the GPU memory usage and optimization time across 50
trials. Our method with its LatentCLIP and LatentVGG requires
only around 50% of GPU memory and time compared to using the
original CLIP and VGG.

B.2. Effect of noise schedulers

When editing with custom concepts in DreamBooth
(DB) [4] or Textual Inversion (TI) [2], we use the same
noise scheduler as when these concepts are trained with
their respective models rather than using the default DDIM
scheduler [6] because the concepts can get degraded or lost
with a different noise scheduler as shown in Fig. 7.

B.3. Effect of LatentCLIP and LatentVGG

We study the computational resource requirement of our
method using our LatentCLIP and LatentVGG compared to
using the original CLIP [3] and VGG [5] by averaging the
GPU memory usage and optimization time of our method
across 50 trials (Tab. 1). Our method with its LatentCLIP
and LatentVGG requires only around 50% of GPU mem-
ory and time (22 GB and 63 seconds) compared to using
the original CLIP and VGG (41 GB and 150 seconds), as
the latter operates in the image pixel domain which is much
larger than the SD latent domain.
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Original Result

“winter” → “spring”

Original Mask Result

+ “an orange saddle”

Original Result

“vector art” → “photo”

Figure 1. Pure text-guided image editing examples. We can use text to perform various image editing operations including changing
object attributes (row 1), adding objects (with a mask indicating the location; row 2), or changing image style (row 3). The desired editing
is indicated via text prompts, where the part that reflects the editing is shown below each sample.



Original Reference Result

“dolphin” → “fish”

“a sports car” → “a classic car”

Original Mask Reference Result

+ “sunglasses”

Figure 2. Reference-guided image editing examples. Our method can take a reference image and either replace objects (row 1,2) or add
objects in the image region indicated by the masks (row 3) to the corresponding objects in the reference image. The desired editing is
indicated via text prompts, where the part that reflects the editing is shown below each sample.



Original User input Result

“blouse” → “plaid blouse”

+ “a doll”

+ “a tower”

Figure 3. Stroke-guided image editing examples. Our method is able to take user strokes and edit the image accordingly, where the
strokes will be converted based on the input text prompts, where the part that reflects the editing is shown below each sample. It can change
existing objects in the image (row 1) as well as add new objects (rows 2-3) to the images.



Original User input Result

“cartoon wheel” → “wheel”

+ “a bow tie”

+ “a dog”

Figure 4. Image composition examples. Our method is able to take a user-composed image and harmonize it. For example, we can adjust
the position and the lighting of the composed car wheel (row 1) and the bow tie (row 2) automatically so they blend naturally as part of the
image rather than floating on top of their respective images. Similarly, we can add a photo of a dog to a drawing and change its style to fit
more closely to the drawing itself.



Original Concept (DB) Result

woman → ⟨concept⟩

Original Concept (TI) Result

“photo” → ⟨concept⟩

Figure 5. Image editing with DreamBooth and Textual Inversion. Our method can be applied with DreamBooth (DB) [4] or Textual
Inversion (TI) [2] and incorporate their corresponding custom concepts in the image editing capabilities. The desired editing is indicated
via text prompts with the token corresponding to the concept, where the part that reflects the editing is shown below each sample and the
token is denoted as → ⟨concept⟩.

Original User input Result

+ “a doll”

Figure 6. Effect of user inputs. We can see the effect of user in-
puts on editing results in a stroke-guided image editing use case.
Here the user provides input strokes and intends to convert them
into “a doll”. When the strokes contain a smiley face, it is con-
verted into a realistic-looking face of a doll. When the smiley face
strokes are omitted, our method interprets it as the side view of the
face of the doll.

Concept w/ original NS w/ DDIM

“a cat, ⟨concept⟩”

“a girl, ⟨concept⟩”

Figure 7. Effect of noise schedulers with custom concepts.
When editing with custom concepts in DreamBooth (DB) [4]
and/or Textual Inversion (TI) [2], we use the same noise scheduler
they are trained with because the concepts can get lost otherwise.
Take a look at Stable Diffusion [1] T2I outputs (input text prompts
shown below each sample) using DB (row 1) or TI (row 2) with
their original noise schedulers (NS) vs. the DDIM [6] scheduler.
The style of outputs match more closely to the ones of images the
concepts are trained on using the original noise scheduler.
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